In this paper we compare the exponential symmetric shortest queue system with two related systems: the shortest queue system with threshold jockeying and the shortest queue system with threshold blocking. The latter two systems are easier to analyse and are shown to give tight lower and upper bounds respectively for the mean waiting time in the shortest queue system. The approach also gives bounds for the distribution of the total number of jobs in the system.
INTRODUCTION
In job shop like production systems, flexible manufacturing systems and computer and communication networks with parallel server stations one might have to assign the jobs to a specific server immediately upon the time of arrival. Then a natural strategy is to assign an arriving job to the server with the shortest queue. However, the impact of the shortest queue assignment strategy on the system behaviour is not intuitively clear. Therefore, methods are being developed to evaluate its performance. In this paper we present an approach to efficiently calculate the mean waiting time for shortest queue routing at a single station.
The symmetric shortest queue system with two queues, Poisson arrivals and exponential service times has been extensively studied in the literature. Haight [13] introduced the problem. Kingman [16] and Flatto and McKean [9] use a uniformization technique to determine the generating function of the stationary queue length distribution. Another analytic approach is given in Cohen and Boxma [4] and Fayolle and Iasnogorodski [8] . They show that the analysis of the symmetric shortest queue system can be reduced to that of a Riemann-Hilbert boundary value problem. Though mathematically elegant, these analytical results offer no practical means for computing performance -2 -characteristics. Recently, it has been shown that the symmetric shortest queue problem can be solved completely by the compensation approach introduced in Adan, Wessels and Zijm [1] . The advantage of this approach is that the analytical results are easily exploited for numerical computations. Many numerical studies have appeared on the present problem. Most studies however, deal with the evaluation of approximating models, see e.g. Gertsbakh [11] , Grassmann [12] , Rao and Posner [21] and Conolly [5] . Using linear programming, Halfin [14] obtains upper and lower bounds for the mean and the distribution of the number of jobs in the system. Heavy traffic diffusion approximations can be found in Foschini and Salz [10] . Knessl, Matkowsky, Schuss and Tier [17] derive asymptotic expressions for the stationary queue length distribution. These studies are all restricted to systems with two parallel queues.
For more than two queues no analytical results are available. Hooghiemstra, Keane and Van de Ree [15] develop a power series method to calculate the stationary queue length distribution for fairly general multidimensional exponential queueing systems. Their method is not restricted to systems with two queues, but applies equally well to systems with more queues. As far as the shortest queue system is concerned, Blanc [3] reports that the power series method is numerically satisfactory for practically all values of the work load for systems with up to 10 parallel queues. However, the theoretical foundation of this method is still incomplete. Nelson and Philips [18] derive an approximation for the mean response time for the shortest queue system with multiple queues. They report that their approximation has a relative error of less than 2 percent for systems with at most 16 queues and with service utilizations over the range from 0 to 0.99. A common disadvantage of the numerical methods mentioned is that in general no error bounds can be given.
In this paper we derive upper and lower bounds for the mean waiting time in the shortest queue system by comparing it with two other queueing models which are easier to evaluate.
The model that produces the lower bound for the waiting time is the shortest queue system with Threshold Jockeying, i.e., if the difference between the longest queue and the shortest queue exceeds a certain threshold, then one customer moves from the longest queue to the shortest queue. This will improve the performance of the system somewhat because the situation in which one server is idle while there are waiting customers in another queue is less likely to occur. Note that for a threshold of 1 the system behaves as an M IMIN queue with N the number of servers. The unbalance in the queue lengths can only occur if temporarily the servicing in one -3 -queue goes so much faster than the servicing in another queue that even sending all arrivals to the shorter queue can not compensate it. Therefore one might expect that for a somewhat larger threshold (3 or 4 maybe) the mean waiting time will be almost identical to the one in the original system.
A model giving an upper bound is the model with Threshold Blocking. In this model the server in the shortest queue is switched off as soon as the difference between the longest and the shortest queue reaches a certain threshold. If the difference drops below the threshold the servicing is resumed. It seems clear that blocking a server will have a negative impact on the performance of the system. And, as before, the larger the threshold is taken, the less blocking one should get and the better the bound should be.
We will prove that these two queueing models indeed provide lower and upper bounds for the mean waiting time in the shortest queue system. Even more, we will see that the total number of jobs in the system is stochastically smaller and larger, respectively, than in the original shortest queue system. The line of proof is similar to the ones in Van der Wal [22] , Van Dijk and Van der Wal [7] and Van Dijk and Lamond [6] . First of all we note that the three models lead to Markov processes that are equivalent to Markov chains. The mean performance characteristics of these Markov chains are the same as the ones of the Markov processes. In order to compare the Markov chains we look at finite period costs. By induction we show one model to be superior to another for each finite number of periods. Letting the number of periods go to infinity then yields the result for the average performance. We will only give the proofs for the case of two queues. For more than two queues the proofs are essentially the same but notationally more complex.
In section 2 we discuss the translation of the Markov processes into the equivalent Markov chains. Section 3 discusses the technique of comparing the finite period models. Section 4 deals with two essential monotonicity results for the original shortest queue system: less customers in the system lead to lower costs, and a balanced system performs better than an unbalanced one. In sections 5 and 6 we prove that the models with threshold jockeying and threshold blocking lead to lower and upper bounds on the mean waiting time. In section we consider the stochastic monotonicity of the total number of jobs in the three systems. In section 8 it is shown how these two queueing models can be analyzed. Section 9 provides numerical results that show that the mean waiting time in the shortest queue system can be obtained from the two other systems using very moderate threshold values. From now on we only consider the three Markov chains.
FINITE PERIOD MODELS
For the basic shortest queue system we define vn(s) as the expected n-period costs when starting in state s. Similarly Un and W n denote the expected n-period costs in the model with threshold jockeying and threshold blocking. Defining U 0 = Vo = W 0 = 0 we will try to prove by induction that for all (relevant) states s and for all n (1) Of course this implies that the average costs for the three models are ordered in the same way. If the cost function is the total number of jobs in the system, then we can conclude that the average number of jobs in the system for the three models are ordered. And using Little's formula the same holds for the mean waiting times.
If the costs are 1 if the total number of jobs in the system exceeds M and 0 otherwise, and the ordering result holds for all M, then the total number of jobs in the systems are stochastically ordered.
In order to be able to prove (1) we first have to establish some monotonicity results for the functions V n •
MONOTONICITY OF THE FUNCTIONS V n
From hereon we will consider the case of two queues only. The results hold for N~3 as well, but the notations become more complex.
Because of the symmetry we only have to consider states s = (i + I,i) with nonnegative integers i and 1.
As cost function we use the total num ber of jobs in the system, so c (i
The monotonicity results that we need are the following intuitively obvious inequalities:
So (2) states that more balance at the beginning leads to lower costs. Inequalities (3) and (4) say that removal of a job from the system reduces the expected costs.
Proof of Lemma 1:
The proof will be given by induction. Since Vo =0 inequalities (2)-(4) trivially hold for n = 0. Assuming (2)-(4) to hold for n we will establish them for n + 1.
In order to prove this lemma we will distinguish a number of cases.
Proof of (2):
Case a: I~3. We have
Now compare the right hand sides (RHS) of (Sa) and (Sb). The first terms are equal, the second term in (Sa) is at least equal to the second one in (5b) because of (2), similarly the third and forth terms are ordered. For the forth term the case i =0 follows from (3).
So V n +l (i +I,i)~vn+l (i +I-l,i + 1).
Case b: 1=2.
The first, second and third terms in the RHS are equal, the forth terms are ordered because of (2) 
Proof of (3):
Case a: I~l.
The first term in the RHS of (7a) is larger than the one in (7b), the other three terms are ordered by (3) .
The first term in the RHS of (8a) is larger than the one in (8b), the second and third terms are ordered by (4) (and equal if i =0) and the forth terms are ordered by (3).
So V n +l (i + l,i)~V n +l (i,i).

Proof of (4):
Case a: I~2.
The first term in the RHS of (9a) is larger than in (9b), the other three terms are ordered by (4) (the forth terms are equal if i =0).
Case b: I =l.
(lOb)
The first term in the RHS of (lOa) is larger than in (lOb), the second and third term are ordered by (3) and the forth terms are ordered by (4) (and equal if i =0).
THRESHOLD JOCKEYING
Let L be the threshold we consider. If a service completion leads to a difference of L + I between the numbers of jobs in the longest and shortest queue, then one job moves from the longest to the shonest queue. The n-period costs in the threshold jockeying model are denoted by Un. It suffices to show that (11) for all states s that are recurrent in the jockeying model.
The proof follows by induction. For n =0 inequality (11) trivially holds. Assuming (11) to hold for n we prove it for n + 1.
We will distinguish four cases.
Case a: The states (i+I,i) with /=1, ... ,L-l.
Un+l (i + I,i) =2i
So from (11) for n we get Un+l U +I,i)~Vn+l (i + I,i). 
U n +l (i,i)
= 2i + AUnU + 1,i) + llunU, (i -1 t» + Ilun(i, (i -1)+) v n +l (i,i) =2i + Avn(i + 1,i) + Ilvn (i, (i -1)+» + Ilvn (i, (i -1)+)
So u n +l (i,i)~vn+l (i,i).
(13a)
Case c: The states (i +L,i) with i > O.
U n +l (i +L,i)=2i +L + AUn(i +L
Comparing the RHS of (14a) and (14b) the only difficult term is the forth one. But by (2) we
have vn(i +L,i -1)~vn(i +L -1,i), so (11) gives UnCi +L -1,i)~VnU +L,i -1). Hence U n +l (i +L,i)~vn+l U +L,i) for
This completes the proof of (11).
(l5a)
Conclusion
The jockeying model underestimates the mean number of jobs in the system, and hence gives a lower bound for the mean waiting time.
THRESHOLD BLOCKING
In the threshold blocking model the server in the shortest queue is blocked as long as the difference between the queue lengths in the longest and shortest queue equals the threshold L. In order to prove that threshold blocking yields an upper bound on the mean waiting time we will show that for all states s that are recurrent for the threshold blocking model and for all n we have (16) As said before, W n denotes the n-period costs for threshold blocking. By definition vo=wo=O, so (16) holds for n=O. Assuming (16) to hold for n we will -9 -prove it for n + 1.
We will distinguish three cases.
Case a: The states (i + i,i) with i =1, ... ,L-l.
Case b: The states U, i).
Case c: The states (i +L,i).
Using (16), and for the forth term (4), we get Vn+l U+L,i) $Wn+l (i +L,i).
This completes the proof of (16) for n + 1.
Conclusion
Threshold blocking gives upper bounds for the mean number of jobs and the mean waiting time in the original shortest queue system.
STOCHASTIC MONOTONICITY
In sections 4-6 we were interested in the mean number of jobs in the system. Using the same approach one may establish the stochastic monotonicity of the total number of jobs in the system. Let M be any integer, and define the cost function c (s) =1 if L Sj~M and 0 otherwise. It is easily seen that for this cost function the monotonicity results in the sections 4-6 hold as well. So, writing FTJ(i), FSQ(i) and FTB(i) for the probability of having at least i jobs in the jockeying system, the standard shortest queue system and the blocking system respectively, we have for all i -10 -
ANALYZING THE TWO THRESHOLD MODELS
So far we have shown that the mean number of jobs and the mean waiting time of the shortest queue model can be bounded between the corresponding quantities of two threshold models. In this section it will be shown that the two threshold models are easier to evaluate than the shortest queue model.
From now on we consider the general situation with N servers again. The states of the two threshold models are characterized by the vectors 5 = (5 1, ... ,SN) where by symmetry we may assume that S 1~.
•.~5N. SO S 1 is the length of the longest queue, 52 is the length of the second longest queue, and so on. The analysis can be restricted to the recurrent states, which are the ones with 5 1~sN+L. This form of state space suggests to use the matrix-geometric approach, as developed by Neuts [ 19] . Indeed, it appears that this approach is very well suited for the analysis of the two models. The advantage of this approach is that the problem of solving infinitely many equilibrium equations is reduced to that of solving finitely many.
Threshold blocking
We first consider the model with threshold blocking. Application of the matrixgeometric approach requires a partitioning of the state space. Let us first define level I as the set of states 5 with S 1 = 1. Then we partition the state space into the levels 
The Markov process Q is irreducible and, since two states at levels > L can reach each other via paths not passing through levels <5:L, the generator A o+A 1+A 2 is also irreducible. So theorem 1.7.1 in Neuts [19] can readily be applied. As mentioned in section 2 the condition N~> A. is not sufficient for ergodicity, but the desired condition is given by theorem 1.7.1 stating that Q is ergodic if and only if
where e is the column vector of ones and IT is the solution of
By partitioning the equilibrium probability vector P into the vector (Po, ... ,PL-d and into the sequence of vectors PL, PL+l' ... where Pi is the equilibrium probability vector of levell, we conclude from the same theorem that if Q is ergodic, then
where the matrix R is the minimal nonnegative solution of the matrix quadratic equation
We shall now show that due to the special matrix structure of A 0, the matrix R can be determined explicitly, once its maximal eigenvalue is known. Since it is only possible to jump from level I to level 1+1 via state (I, ... ,I), it follows that all rows of A°are zero, except for the last row. Thus A () is of the form where the vector x =(x 1, ... ,xnJ. Since the rows in R corresponding to the zero rows in A o , are also zero (see e.g. the proof of theorem 1.3.4 in [19] ), we conclude that R is also of the form (23) where the vector Y = (y 1, ... ,ym)' Obviously, the component Ym is the maximal eigenvalue of R. This eigenvalue can be evaluated, without computing R first, by using an algorithm suggested in [19] . The other components of Y may be solved from the matrix equation (22) , which by insertion of the special forms of R and A () simplifies to the following set of linear equations x+y(A l +YmA 2)=O,
The inverse of A 1+YmA 2 exists, since this matrix can be interpreted as a transient generator (escape is possible at least from the last state). The computation of the maximal eigenvalue of R however, can be costly for large values of m. In such case it may be more efficient to solve Y by successive substitutions from
where I is the m x m identity matrix (cf. page 9 in [19] ).
By substituting the form (23) in (21) the matrix-geometric solution simplifies to
The remaining probability vectors PL, PL-l, ..., Po can be solved from the boundary conditions. In fact, again by exploiting the property that it is only possible to jump from level 1 to level 1+1 via state (I, ... ,l), it is easily verified that these vectors can be solved recursively from the equilibrium equations for the levels L, L-1, "', O.
Threshold jockeying
The model with threshold jockeying can be treated in exactly the same way. In addition, for this model it can be shown that N].L > A is necessary and sufficient for ergodicity (see Adan, Wessels and Zijm [2] ) and the maximal eigenvalue Ym can be found explicitly by using the following balance argument.
Let V z be the set of states with s 1 + ... + sN = I and P (VI) be the equilibrium probability for the set VI' By balancing the flow between the sets VI and V I + 1 it follows that for
and by applying this relation N times,
On the other hand, the set V Nl is a subset of the union of the levels I, /+1, "', I+N-1, so it follows from (26) that for all I > L P (VNl)=Ky~,
for some constant K being independent of I. Combining (27) and (28) yields
Ym=[ :~r
The explicit solution of R for the two models is mainly due to the special matrix structure of A o. In fact, Ramaswami and Latouche [20] show that if the generator Q has the form (20) and A 0 is given by A 0 =a·b where a is a column vector and b is a row vector, then R is explicitly determined, once its maximal eigenvalue is known.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
This section is devoted to some numerical results. In the tables 1-3 we list for systems with 2, 5 and 8 parallel servers the upper and lower bounds for the 'normalized' mean waiting time for increasing values of the threshold L and the workload p defined by A p= N~.
(The normalized mean waiting time is defined as the quotient of the mean waiting time and the mean service time.) As L tends to infinity, then the upper and lower bounds can be expected to converge to the mean waiting time of the shortest queue system. Table 3 : Bounds for the mean normalized waiting time for the case of 8 servers.
The numerical results in the tables 1-3 illustrate that the bounds are tight for already small values of L. Under heavy load the threshold L for the blocking model is larger than the one for the jockeying model in order to produce upper and lower bounds with the same accuracy. Apparently, temporarily switching off the servers in the blocking model under heavy load has an important effect on the mean waiting time.
CONCLUSION
As we have seen it is possible to derive tight bounds on the mean waiting time in the shortest queue system by comparing it with two similar systems that are easier to analyse: the shortest queue system with threshold jockeying and the one with threshold blocking. We can also get bounds for the distribution of the total number of jobs in the system. Using these results it should possible to produce fairly simple approximations for the behaviour of shortest queue stations in queueing networks.
